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Last year, 2016, was one of the more “exciting” years to be an investor.
During that year we witnessed three major “Black Swan” events, namely, Brexit, the Trump
Presidency, and the Italian Referendum.
We also witnessed a seismic shift in Central Banker thinking away from monetary policy
towards fiscal stimulus by Governments.
This process began with Bank of Japan head Haruhiko Kuroda implicitly admitting that QE
cannot generate GDP growth in January, and ended with the European Central Bank
telegraphing that it would be tapering its QE programs in December.
Finally, 2016 was a year in which the markets finally began to shift away from deflationary
fears to inflationary expectations. Multiple inflation metrics spiked above their target rates. And
inflation expectations finally broke out of a multi-year downtrend.

In short, 2016 was a year of massive changes politically, economically, and monetarily.
I am proud to say that Private Wealth Advisory navigated 2016 beautifully. In 2016, we closed
out 94 positions. Of those 94 closed positions, 76 were winners and 18 were losers.
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This comes to a success rate of 80%.
By any measure, this is an extraordinary rate of success from one’s investments. In the
investment industry, if you’re correct 51% of the time, you’re considered a genius. A success
rate of 80% on investments is practically off the charts… particularly during a year that was as
volatile as 2016.
Having said that, I want to provide some context for the methodology I use to measure our
2016 returns. To be blunt, tracking returns for an investment newsletter is a difficult process.
First and foremost, subscriptions are rolling. Someone who subscribes in December might not
see the same results on an investment as someone who subscribes in May.
Let me give you an example…
We started off 2016 with the Long Treasury ETF (TLT) as a “buy” in our portfolio. We ended up
closing this position on September 9, 2016, for a 19% gain from our initial purchase in July
2015.
Sell
Buy Date Price
Date
Price
Gain
20+ Year Treasury
19%
ETF
TLT 7/15/15 $116.89 9/9/16 $135.89
A subscriber who subscribed in January 2016, saw TLT as a “buy” and bought it would have
seen a 15% gain from this investment. In contrast, a subscriber who subscribed in June 2016,
saw TLT as a “buy” and bought it would have seen a 3.7% gain.
Both subscribers made money, but the discrepancy between returns would be very large.
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There is simply no way for me to control for this.
Moreover, since I’m providing research, not managing funds, every person’s returns will differ
based on his or her personal portfolio size and risk profile. Some subscribers buy every single
position we recommend. Others buy a few. Some buy none.
Finally, there is no set position size for our investments. We only just introduced the concept of
asset allocation and position sizing on October 20 2016. Prior to that there was no official asset
allocation model.
In this scenario, there is no way for me to produce a 2016 official return that will match
everyone’s results. And since I’m not managing money there is no official return to point
to.
I’ve found over the years that the best means of tracking performance is to simply track the
positions that are closed in a given year.
After all, you can argue about when someone would have opened a position, but at the end of
the day, when we say “sell” on these pages, the investment is closed and in the history books.
End of story.
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In terms of position sizing, I am going to assume the exact same position size for every
investment. This is the only way to be honest about returns (otherwise you could claim that
the winners involved much more capital and so dwarfed your losses in Dollar terms).
In terms of position sizing, I am assuming a fixed amount of $5,000 per trade unless stated
otherwise (e.g. I said to only use 50% of a normal position, which would come to $2,500).
Positions in which there is an “average” price, meaning we doubled down are assuming a
position size of $10,000.
Finally, I am assuming a total investment portfolio of $100,000.
In this regard only 5% of a total portfolio would ever be “at risk” in a particular play
($5,000/$100,000=5%).
These are the basic guidelines I am using for tracking our 2016 results.
Below is a list of ALL of the positions closed in 2016 as well as their $USD returns assuming a
position size of $5,000 unless otherwise noted.
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With these position sizes, we saw total $USD returns of $14,354.
On a portfolio of $100,000, this comes to a percentage gain of 14.35%.
The S&P 500 returned 9.54% over the same time period.
Put another way, our closed out trades for 2016 outperformed the S&P 500 by nearly
5%.
During a year in which the average hedge fund and mutual fund underperformed the market,
this is a heck of a return. However, there is always room for improvement.
Looking over the results, the clearest issue I see is that of large losses. While we produced far
more winners than losers (80% vs. 20%), our average loser was significantly larger than our
average gain.
Our average gain was 12.87%. Our average loss was 28% (see below).
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Eight of our losses exceeded 30%. Three of them exceeded 50%. Even worse, four or our larger
losses were ones in which we doubled down on the position, meaning we lost twice as much
capital.
As a result of this, our total losses came to $33,451.83 in dollar terms.
This is completely unacceptable to me.
So we are changing the risk parameters on ALL positions going forward.
Going forward we will be implementing a 30% stop loss on all positions. So if a position ever
falls 30% below our initial buy price, we sell it, no matter what.
Had we done this in 2016, our average loss would have been reduced to 21% and our total
$USD losses would have been reduced to ~$18,000 (since we would have closed all positions
when they dropped to -30%, we would not have doubled down on any of our losers).
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This would have increased our total 2016 returns to 29%... or more than THREE TIMES
the S&P 500’s returns for the same time period.
$USD Gains
$USD losses
TOTAL

$47,806.24
($18,734.83)
$29,071.40

Portfolio
Returns on
$100K

29.07%

S&P 500
Return

9.54%

I am confident that with our new risk management strategy in place, 2017 will shape up to be
even more profitable than 2016 was. We beat the market in 2016… and I full intend to do even
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better in 2017.
With that in mind, I’m preparing our 2017 Annual Forecast today. Barring some unforeseen
development in the markets, I should have it to you on Wednesday.
Until then…
Best Regards,

Graham Summers
Chief Market Strategist
Phoenix Capital Research
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